Nixon proposes emergency energy actions

By Mike McNamara
President Nixon, in a call for strict energy controls, in the
side energy actions passes Congress: hopefully be made voluntarily at front-page article entitled "An
peated address Sunday night. energy use as soon as emergency actions passes Congress. Nixon
aired that the faculty resolve
:e approval; that, contrary to MIT's normal
: one severe effort. "I would require
re usury. Nixon stated that the measures would be "strong, effective
nomic problems." Nixon also
n the legislation authorized by Congress.

1) Refineries will have to cut gasoline distribution to whole-
s by 15 per cent, and divert
the oil used by this, instead of the production of jet fuel for passenger
2) Starting December 1, all gasoline stations will be asked to
close their pumps between 7am Saturday and midnight Sunday. This
measure, Nixon said, will "reduce such lighting as we would
able to conserve.
3) A mandatory speed limit of 30 miles per hour for pas-
cars and 55 mph for over-
roads and buses will be instituted nationwide. Nixon
emphasized that this measure will save 100,000 barrels of gasoline per day.
4) A "phased reduction" of 15 per cent in the consumption of jet fuel for pas-
er flights will be made; the
redution will result in a "care-
ful reduction in schedules combined with an increase in passenger
loads."
5) A reduction in outdoor lighting - specifically, "ornamental"
lighting and Christmas decorations - will be requested voluntarily, and made
atory when legislation passes Con-
gress. Nixon stated that the White House is planning to "cur-
tail such lighting as we would normally have at Christmas.

A cutback in heating oil sup-
l of 10 per cent for industrial
use, 15 per cent for homes, and
cent for offices, would also be part of the legisla-
tion authorized by Congress.

Cuts in heating oil supplies will save 200,000 barrels of gasoline per day.

Proposals were anticipated
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